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On the Amplify-and-Forward Cooperative Diversity
with Time-Hopping Ultra-Wideband

Communications
Chadi Abou-Rjeily,Member IEEE, Norbert Daniele and Jean-Claude Belfiore,Member IEEE

Abstract— In this paper, we extend the Amplify-and-Forward
cooperative diversity scheme to the context of impulse radio ultra
wideband (IR-UWB). In particular, we present the construction
of three families of minimal-delay and totally-real distributed
algebraic space-time (ST) codes suitable for IR-UWB. The first
family encodes adjacent symbols and is based on totally-real
cyclic division algebras. The second family encodes the pulses
used to transmit one information symbol and permits to achieve
high performance levels with lower complexity. Both families
of codes achieve full rate, full diversity with non-vanishing
determinants for various number of relays. These schemes
can be associated with pulse position modulation (PPM), pulse
amplitude modulation (PAM) and hybrid pulse position and
amplitude modulation (PPM-PAM). The third family of codes is
information-lossless and does not require any pulse repetitions. It
is specific toM -PPM-M ′-PAM with M ≥ 3 and for all values of
M

′. Simulations performed over realistic indoor UWB channels
are provided to verify the theoretical results.

Index Terms— Time Hopping Ultra-Wideband (TH-UWB),
cooperative diversity, Space Time (ST), Pulse Amplitude Mod-
ulation (PAM), Pulse Position Modulation (PPM), Rake, Non-
Vanishing Determinant (NVD).

I. I NTRODUCTION

The attractive features of ultra-wideband (UWB) commu-
nication systems make them strong candidates for short-range
high-rate applications. However, the low tolerated transmission
levels [1] and the propagation properties of the UWB signals
can become a limiting factor on the performance. The utilityof
spatial diversity with UWB systems was outlined in different
contributions [2]–[4]. Despite the high frequency selectivity of
the UWB channels, profiting from the multi-path diversity can
necessitate Rake receivers with very high orders. This follows
from the very important delay spread of these channels.
Moreover, UWB channels are subject to cluster fading where
it is not improbable that a large number of consecutive multi-
path components have small amplitudes (interested readers
may refer to [5], [6] for more details on the nature of fading
in UWB channels). In this context, the additional spatial
degree of freedom can result in higher performance levels,
multiplexing gains and communication ranges. On the other
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hand, for most ad hoc and sensor networks, a limited number
of antennas can be deployed at each radio terminal. In this
context, the cooperative diversity techniques can be beneficial
where the spatial diversity is exploited in a distributed man-
ner among the different terminals [7]–[10]. However, these
schemes were investigated uniquely in the narrow band and
wideband context.

Among the different cooperation strategies, the nonorthog-
onal amplify-and-forward (NAF) scheme was shown to have
the best diversity-multiplexing tradeoff among all previously
proposed AF schemes [9]. Explicit algebraic constructionsof
short block codes based on the NAF scheme were proposed in
[10]. However, these complex-valued codes are not adapted to
real carrier-less impulse radio UWB. In fact, phase rotations
applied to the very short pulses are infeasible given the very
large bandwidth occupied by these pulses. Apart from this
limiting constraint, time-hopping (TH) UWB has an appealing
feature that resides in the transmission of a train of pulses
for conveying one information symbol. As shown later, this
additional degree of freedom can be beneficial in enhancing
the system performance and simplifying the receiver structure.

The first main contribution of this paper is the extension of
the complex-valued codes presented in [10] to real carrier-less
UWB transmissions. Totally-real cyclic division algebras[11]
with real “non-norm” algebraic elements result in full rate, full
diversity and minimal delay codes with non-vanishing coding
gains for a wide range of the number of cooperating relays.
However this construction presents two disadvantages which
follow from the constraint of having totally-real codewords.
The first one is that the transmitted energy is not uniformly
distributed among the different components of the codewords.
The second disadvantage follows, as shown later, from the
non-existence of totally-real information-lossless codes based
on cyclic division algebras.

In order to overcome the first disadvantage, the pulse
repetitions (when present) are exploited in order to balance
the proposed codewords resulting in better performance and
a better distribution of the error events among the different
symbols. Moreover, a second family of UWB-specific codes
is proposed and shown to be the optimal extension of the first
family of codes when inter pulse coding (IPC) is performed.

The second main contribution consists of overcoming the
second disadvantage by proposing a new family of codes that
is not based on cyclic division algebras. Instead of adopting the
“classical” approach of constructing codes over the hypercubes
carved from the lattice of rational integers [10], [12], we
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Fig. 1. The NAF protocol withK relays.

exploited the structure ofM -PPM-M ′-PAM constellations in
order to construct an information-lossless code. Unlike the first
two families of codes, this construction is specific toM -PPM-
M ′-PAM for M ≥ 3 and for all values ofM ′. For these
modulations, this approach shows the best performance among
systems that do not use pulse repetitions. The performance
of the constructed codes is investigated over realistic indoor
UWB channels [5], [13], [14] and Rake receivers are imple-
mented at the cooperating relays and the receiver.

Notations: In and 0n correspond to then × n identity
matrix and the all-zero matrix respectively.1m×n and0m×n

are them × n matrices whose elements are equal to1 and0
respectively.∗ and⊗ stand for convolution and the Kronecker
product respectively. det(X) is the determinant of matrix
X . The function diag(X1, ..., Xn) stacks the corresponding
matrices on the principal diagonal. The function vec(X)
stacks the columns of matrixX vertically one after the other.
Q denotes the field of rational numbers while the function
NK/Q(x) corresponds to the algebraic norm of the elementx
in the field extensionK/Q.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Consider the case of a wireless network consisting of a
certain number of synchronous half-duplex radio terminals
each equipped with a single antenna. We consider the case
whereK neighboring terminals (relays) can help the source
in delivering its message to a given destination. During the
cooperative mode, theK nodes will share the same time hop-
ping sequence as the source. In what follows, we differentiate
between PAM and PPM-PAM constellations.

A. PAM constellations

Consider the NAF scheme proposed in [9] and described
in Fig. 1. For this protocol, each relay enters in cooperation
with the source during a period of2Ns symbol durations. The
Ns symbols received during the first half of this cooperation
period are amplified and retransmitted by the cooperating relay
during the second half. In what follows,Ak,1 andAk,2 are
1×Ns matrices.Ak,i is transmitted during thei-th half of the
k-th cooperation interval fori = 1, 2 andk = 1, . . . , K. These
matrices are given by:Ak,1 = [A2(k−1)Ns+1 · · · A(2k−1)Ns

]
andAk,2 = [A(2k−1)Ns+1 · · · A2kNs ] whereAj ∈ {2m′ −
1−M ′; m′ = 1, . . . , M ′} is thej-th information symbol that
belongs to theM ′-ary PAM constellation.

In TH-UWB communications, several time hopped pulses
are used for the transmission of one information symbol. In

addition to this TH sequence, we also introduce an additional
amplitude spreading sequence. At the end of this section,
we will see that this additional spreading can enhance the
performance of cooperative systems. Designate byNf the
number of pulses per symbol. The1×Nf amplitude spreading
vectors corresponding toAj will be denoted byB1 and B2

for j = 2(k−1)Ns+1, . . . , (2k−1)Ns andj = (2k−1)Ns+
1, . . . , 2kNs respectively and fork = 1, . . . , K.

We consider the case where the relays and the destination
are equipped withL-th order Rakes. In the absence of inter-
symbol-interference (ISI) and multi-user-interference (MUI),
the TH sequence has no impact on the system performance.
In this case, the decision variables collected at thek-th relay
during the first half of thek-th cooperation period can be
expressed as:

Xk =

√
β1ρk

Nf
Hk (Ak,1 ⊗ B1) + N ′

k (1)

where the decision variables and the noise terms are in-
cluded in the(L × NsNf)-dimensional matricesXk andN ′

k

respectively.ρk is the path-loss term corresponding to the
relative quality of the channel between the source and thek-th
relay with respect to the channel between the source and the
destination (ρ0 = 1). When transmitting during the first half of
each one of theK cooperation periods, the energy transmitted
by the source is scaled byβ1. Hk is a L-dimensional vector
that corresponds to the channel between the source and the
k-th relay. Thel-th element ofHk corresponds to the impact
of the transmitted signal on thel-th Rake finger of thek-th
relay. This term is given by:Hk,l = hk(∆l) where∆l is the
l-th finger delay andhk corresponds to the frequency selective
channel between the transmitter and thek-th relay [3].

As in eq. (1), the decision variables collected at the desti-
nation during the first half of thek-th cooperation period can
be expressed as:

Yk,1 =

√
β1

Nf
H0 (Ak,1 ⊗ B1) + Nk,1 (2)

whereH0 is the vector associated with the channel from the
source to the destination.

A simple AF strategy at each relay will result in a received
signal (at the destination) that has an excessively big channel
delay spread (twice that of the UWB channels). This implies
two major inconveniences. In order to eliminate the ISI, the
symbol durations must be increased resulting in lower data
rates. On the other hand, higher order Rake receivers must
be implemented at the destination since the energy collected
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by each finger is now very small. In order to overcome these
limitations, we chose to perform maximum-ratio-combining
(MRC) prior to amplification and retransmission. In other
words, the signal transmitted from thek-th relay during the
second half of thek-th cooperation period is given by:

X ′
k =

√
β2ΨkHT

k Xk (3)

whereΨk is the amplification factor given by:

Ψk =
(
HT

k Hk

)− 1

2

(
β1ρkHT

k Hk +
N0

2

)− 1

2

(4)

whereN0/2 is the double sided spectral density of the additive
white Gaussian noise.

When transmitting simultaneously during the second half of
the k-th cooperation period, thek-th relay and the source are
supposed to the have the same transmission levels (determined
by β2) for k = 1, . . . , K. Transmitting the same energy as in
non-cooperative systems corresponds to fixingβ1 + 2β2 = 2.

Replacing eq. (1) in eq. (3) results in:

X ′
k =

√
β1β2ρk

Nf
ΨkHT

k Hk(Ak,1⊗B1)+
√

β2ΨkHT
k N ′

k (5)

Finally, the decision matrix at the destination during the
second half of thek-th cooperation period can be expressed
as:

Yk,2 =

√
β2

Nf
H0 (Ak,2 ⊗ B2) +

√
λkGkX ′

k + Nk,2 (6)

whereλk is determined in a similar way asρk and it stands
for the quality of the channel between thek-th relay and the
destination.Gk is a L-dimensional vector that stands for the
channel between thek-th relay and the destination.

Replacing the value ofX ′
k (given in eq. (5)) in eq. (6), the

decision variables collected at the destination during thek-th
cooperation period can be expressed as:

[
Yk,1

Yk,2

]
=

[ √
β1H0 0L×1√

β1β2ρkλkGkΨkHT
k Hk

√
β2H0

]

[
Ak,1 ⊗ B1

Ak,2 ⊗ B2

]
+ Nk (7)

where the factorNf was removed from the expression of the
channel matrix and included in the noise variance. The noise
matrix can be written asNk = [N T

k,1 N T
k,2]

T . Nk,1 is equal
to the matrixNk,1 given in eq. (2). From equations (5) and
(6): Nk,2 =

√
β2λkGkΨkHT

k N ′
K + Nk,2.

After noise whitening, eq. (7) can be written as:

Yk = H̃k

[
Ak,1 ⊗ B1

Ak,2 ⊗ B2

]
+ Nk (8)

whereNk is white and the matrix̃Hk is given by:

H̃k ,

[ √
β1H0 0L×1√

β1β2ρkλkΣ
− 1

2

k GkΨkHT
k Hk

√
β2Σ

− 1

2

k H0

]

(9)
where the noise whitening matrix was determined from:

Σk = IL + β2λkΨ2
k(HT

k Hk)GkGT
k (10)

Stacking the decision matrices corresponding to theK
different cooperation intervals horizontally, we obtain the
following relation:

Y(2L×KNsNf ) = H̃(2L×2K)A(2K×KNsNf ) + N(2L×KNsNf )

(11)
where the subscripts indicate the corresponding matrices’
dimensions.Y , H̃ andN are obtained by stacking the matrices
Yk, H̃k andNk horizontally fork = 1, . . . , K. A is given by:

A = diag

( [
A1,1 ⊗ B1

A1,2 ⊗ B2

]
· · ·

[
AK,1 ⊗ B1

AK,2 ⊗ B2

] )

(12)
The encoding scheme is determined from the choice of the
matrix A.

B. Hybrid PPM-PAM constellations

We now consider hybridM -PPM-M ′-PAM constellations
where each modulated pulse can occupyM positions with
an amplitude that can takeM ′ possible values. This is aM -
dimensional constellation where each information symbol is
represented by aM -dimensional vector belonging to the set:

C =
{
(2m′ − 1 − M ′)eT

m ; m′ = 1, . . . , M ′; m = 1, . . . , M
}

(13)
where em stands for them-th row of the M × M identity
matrix IM .

In this case, being sequences ofNs information symbols,
Ak,1 and Ak,2 will now become (M × Ns)-dimensional
matrices where thej-th column ofAk,i stands for the vector
representation of the symbol transmitted during thej-th sym-
bol duration of thei-th half of thek-th cooperation period for
j = 1, . . . , Ns, i = 1, 2 andk = 1, . . . , K.

The same formulation will hold as in the case of PAM.
However, the different channel matricesH0, Hk and Gk

will becomeLM × M matrices (rather thanL-dimensional
vectors). In this case, the((l − 1)L + m, m′)-th element of
each channel matrix corresponds to the impact of the signal
transmitted during them′-th position on them-th correlator
(corresponding to them-th position) placed after thel-th Rake
arm for l = 1, . . . , L and m, m′ = 1, . . . , M . Consequently,
LM decision variables are collected for the detection of
one pulse resulting inLMNsNf decision variables collected
during one half of each cooperation period. In other words,
the decision matricesXk andYk,1 given in eq. (1) and eq. (2)
will becomeLM × NsNf matrices.

Given that each pulse can now occupyM positions, then
the amplification factorΨk given in eq. (4) will now become
an amplification matrix that takes the following form:

Ψk =
(
HT

k Hk

)− 1

2

(
β1ρkHT

k Hk +
N0

2
IM

)− 1

2

(14)

As a conclusion, the input-output relation given in eq. (8)
will always hold forM -dimensional constellations. Given that
all the channel matrices will have dimensionsLM × M , the
sub-matrix on the first row and second column ofH̃k must be
equal to0LM×M .
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Finally, given the new dimensionality of the channel ma-
trices and the amplification matrixΨk, the noise whitening
matrix must not be determined from eq. (8) but from:

Σk = ILM + β2δkGkΨkHT
k HkΨT

k GT
k (15)

III. D ISTRIBUTED ST CODES WITHPAM

In this section, we consider the code construction with PAM
constellations. Distributed ST coding with hybrid PPM-PAM
constellations will be considered in section IV. For PAM, we
propose two families of codes that are based on totally-real
cyclic division algebras. In particular, we distinguish between
Inter Symbol Coding (ISC) and Inter Pulse Coding (IPC).
The first scheme encodes adjacent symbols while the second
scheme encodes the pulses used to convey one information
symbol.

A. Inter Symbol Coding (ISC)

In this caseB1 = B2 = B = 11×Nf
. Since this encoding

scheme is independent from the pulse repetitions, then it can
be applied even in the absence of these repetitions (whenNf =
1). Equation (12) can be expressed as:A = C⊗B whereC is
the 2K × KNs matrix corresponding to the distributed space
time coding scheme. It is given by:

C = diag(C1, ..., CK) (16)

Ck =
[
AT

k,1 AT
k,2

]T
(17)

note thatCk is a 2 × Ns matrix for k = 1, ..., K.
From eq. (11), combining the decision variables correspond-

ing to the different pulses of the same symbol is equivalent to
calculating:

Y
(
IKNs ⊗ BT

)
= H̃ (C ⊗ B)

(
IKNs ⊗ BT

)
+ N (18)

= Nf H̃C + N (19)

where it is easy to verify that the noise term is still white (with

variance
N2

f N0

2 ).
SinceCk is a2×Ns matrix, it can be directly seen that there

is no interest in choosingNs > 2. Therefore, in what follows
we fix Ns = 2 resulting in minimal-delay codes. Moreover,
in order to achieve full rate,2NsK symbols must be included
in each codewordC. Furthermore, in order to achieve full
diversity, all of these4K symbols must be included in the
sub-matricesCk for all values ofk.

For the construction ofC, we use the approach proposed
in [10] where the distributed codes were constructed based on
cyclic division algebras [11], [12]. As mentioned earlier,these
complex-valued constructions are not suitable for real carrier-
less UWB transmissions. Therefore, in what follows we extend
the family of codes proposed in [10] to UWB communications
by performing the construction in totally-real field extensions.

Let K = Q(θ) andF = Q(φ) be theK and2 dimensional
real cyclic field extensions ofQ respectively whereθ is a real
number andφ = 1+

√
5

2 is the golden number. Their Galois
groups are given byGal(K/Q) = 〈σ〉 (with σK = 1) and
Gal(F/Q) = 〈τ〉 (with τ2 = 1). In the same way, we define
L = Q(θ, φ) a cyclic extension ofK with degree 2.

At a second time we construct the cyclic algebraA =
(L/K, τ, γ). As a reminder about the construction of codes
based on cyclic algebras, we recall thatA can be decomposed
as A = L ⊕ zL ⊕ · · · ⊕ zn−1L where z ∈ A verifies
lz = zτ(l) for all l ∈ L and ln = γ ∈ K where n = 2
is the degree ofL/K (interested readers may refer to [10],
[11] for more details). In matrix representation, elementsof
A can be represented by:

C0 =

[
l1 l2

γτ(l2) τ(l1)

]
=

[
k1 + φk2 k3 + φk4

γ(k3 + φ1k4) k1 + φ1k2

]

(20)
whereφ1 = τ(φ) = 1−

√
5

2 , k1, . . . , k4 ∈ K, l1 = k1+φk2 ∈ L

and l2 = k3 + φk4 ∈ L.
The PAM symbols are carved fromZ. In what follows, we

restrictγ, k1, . . . , k4 to be belong toOK (the ring of integers
of K). The purpose of the construction is to assure that the
matricesC0 are invertible (except for the all-zero matrix). This
is equivalent to saying thatA must be a division algebra. It
is well known [11] that this can be achieved ifγ verifies the
condition that there is no element inL whose norm is equal
to γ.

We will see in what follows that performing the construction
in OK rather thanK and restrictingγ to belong toOK results
in a code that has a non-vanishing determinant [15], [16].
This property results in a code that achieves the diversity-
multiplexing tradeoff of the underlying channel [10], [17].

Similar to [10], each sub-matrixCk in eq. (17) is chosen to
have the following structure:

Ck = Dσk−1(λC0) (21)

= diag
(
(1 + φ2)−

1

2 (1 + φ2
1)

− 1

2

)
σk−1(λC0) (22)

where the matrixD is introduced for normalization purposes.
On the other hand, multiplying byλ limits the construction
in a lattice of points whose volume is equal to1. This can be
viewed as a normalization process, and in some situations, it
results in a transmitted constellation that is a rotation ofthe
original signal set.

When K is odd, we fixλ = α ∈ K. Consider the ideal
I = αOK, the volume of its generated latticeΛ(I) must verify:

vol(Λ(I)) = NK/Q(α)
√

dK/Q = 1 (23)

wheredK/Q is the discriminant ofK. WhenK is even, we fix
λ =

√
α. α is a totally positive algebraic element (σk(α) > 0

for k = 0, ..., K − 1) verifying NK/Q(α)dK/Q = 1. In both
cases

NK/Q(λ) =
1√
dK/Q

(24)

SinceK can be viewed as aK-dimensional vector space
over Q, 4K symbols can be included in each sub-matrixCk

resulting in a full rate code.
From eq. (16) and eq. (24), the determinant ofC can be
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expressed as:

det(C)

det(D)K
=

K∏

k=1

det(σk−1(λC0)) =

K∏

k=1

σk−1(det(λC0))

(25)

= NK/Q(λ2)NL/F(NL/K(k1 + φk2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
,x

−γ NL/K(k3 + φk4)︸ ︷︷ ︸
,y

)

(26)

= d−1
K/Q

NL/F(x − γy) (27)

Since there is no element inL whose norm is equal toγ,
we obtainx − γy 6= 0. Furthermore,x − γy ∈ OK since
x, y, γ ∈ OK. Therefore, the minimum of the absolute value
of eq. (27) is equal tod−1

K/Q
. As a conclusion, the minimum

determinant ofC is given by:

δmin = min
C 6=02K×2K

|det(C)| = det(D)Kd−1
K/Q

(28)

= (dF/Q)−
K
2 d−1

K/Q
= (dL/Q)−

1

2 > 0 (29)

wheredL/Q is the absolute discriminant ofL. Therefore,C
achieves full diversity with a non-vanishing determinant that
is independent from the size of the transmitted constellation.

From eq. (20), the matrixλC0 can be expressed in an
equivalent manner as:

λC0 =

1∑

i=0

diag
(
R

[
a2iK+1 · · · a2(i+1)K

]T
)

Ωi (30)

R =

[
1 φ
1 φ1

]
⊗M ; Ω =

[
0 1
γ 0

]
(31)

M =
[

1 θ · · · θK−1
]

(32)

wherea1, ..., a4K are the PAM information symbols.
In the same way,M can be calculated from any other

unitary orthonormal basis{σk(v)}K−1
k=0 :

M =
[

v σ(v) · · · σK−1(v)
]

(33)

1) Information Losses:Designate byΦ the4K×4K matrix
that verifies the following relation:

vec(C′) , vec
([

CT
1 · · · CT

K

]T
)

= Φ[a1 · · · a4K ]T (34)

In other words,C′ is the vertical concatenation of the
2 × 2 matricesC1, . . . , CK given in eq. (21). In this case,
Φ determines the linear dependence between the encoded
symbols and the information symbolsa1, . . . , a4K .

From eq. (22), it is straight-forward to verify that the matrix
Φ is given by:

Φ =
[

ΦT
1 ΦT

2

]T
(35)

Φi =
[

ΦT
i,0 · · · σK−1(ΦT

i,0)
]T

; i = 1, 2 (36)

Φ1,0 = D

[
M φM 01×K 01×K

01×K 01×K γM γφ1M

]
(37)

Φ2,0 = D

[
01×K 01×K M φM
M φ1M 01×K 01×K

]
(38)

where φ and φ1 are the golden number and its conjugate
respectively.D is the diagonal matrix defined in eq. (22) and
M is given in eq. (33).

According to the definition given in [18], the diversity
scheme is information-lossless ifΦ is unitary. Considering the
second row ofΦ1,0, Φ can be unitary only whenγ2 = 1 since
MMT = 1. Therefore, totally-real information lossless codes
can be obtained uniquely fromγ = ±1. It can be directly
seen thatγ = 1 is not a feasible choice since it is always a
norm in L. In the same way we can show that we can not
chooseγ = −1. In fact, the first row ofΦ1,0 is orthogonal
to the second row ofΦ2,0 if NF/Q(φ) = −1 implying that
F (and consequentlyL) contains elements whose norms are
equal to−1. Therefore,Φ is unitary implies thatγ = −1 does
not result in a division algebra. This shows the nonexistence of
totally-real information-lossless codes based on cyclic division
algebras.

2) Energy Balancing and Shaping:When |γ| 6= 1, the
energy can be distributed in a more balanced way among the
relays and symbol durations resulting in better performance
[15]. Equation (20) can be expressed in an equivalent way as:

λC0 = c(γ)λ

[
k1 + φk2 sgn(γ)|γ| 12 (k3 + φk4)

|γ| 12 (k3 + φ1k4) k1 + φ1k2

]

(39)
where c(γ)2 = 2

1+|γ| is a normalization factor insuring the
same transmitted energy as in uncoded systems. In this case,
whenγ is totally positive, eq. (29) becomes:

δmin =
2K

NK/Q(1 + γ)
(dL/Q)−

1

2 (40)

When it is possible to chooseγ ∈ Z+, multiplying by the
conjugates ofλ results in a transmitted constellation that is
a rotation of the original PAM signal set on each layer of
the codeword. Letk′

i = γ′
iki for i = 1, . . . , 4 whereγ′

i = 1
for i = 1, 2 and γ′

i = γ
1

2 for i = 3, 4. Sinceσk(γ′
i) = γ′

i

for k = 0, . . . , K − 1, we have the following relation (for
i = 1, . . . , 4):

[
k′

i · · · σK−1(k′
i)

]T
= γ′

iΓ
[
a(i−1)K+1 · · · aiK

]T
(41)

where Γ is a K × K matrix whosek-th row is given by
Γk = σk−1(M) whereM is given in eq. (33). Moreover,
ΓΓT = IK which follows from eq. (24) and from the choice
of an orthonormal basis resulting in a simple rotation of the
PAM constellation. More precisely, the symbols contained in
the conjugates ofk1 and k2 are a simple rotation of the
original information symbols. While the symbols contained
in the conjugates ofk3 andk4 are an amplified version of this
same rotation. Whenγ is not a positive integer, eq. (41) does
no hold for i = 3, 4 and shaping losses are introduced on the
symbols contained in the conjugates ofk3 andk4.

As a conclusion, the construction procedure consists of the
correct choice ofK, a “non-norm” elementγ ∈ OK and of
an algebraic elementα such thatλ = α (resp.

√
α) whenK

is odd (resp. even). Moreover, if the basis{λθk}K−1
k=0 is not

unitary, an appropriate basis transformation must be performed
before applying eq. (31) and eq. (33). In what follows, we
outline the construction procedure forK = 1, . . . , 5.
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• 1 relay: In this case, we can chooseC to be the totally
real 2 × 2 code proposed in [3]:

C =

[
(a1 + φa2)

√
2(a3 + φa4)√

2(a3 + φ1a4) (a1 + φ1a2)

]
(42)

where a1, ..., a4 are the information symbols. Using
KANT software [19], we find that the we can choose
γ = 2 since the ideal2OF is prime. From eq. (40),
δmin = 2

3d
− 1

2

F/Q
with dF/Q = 5 being the discriminant

of F = Q(φ).
• 2 relays: In this case, we chooseK = Q(θ) with θ =

1 +
√

2 and dK/Q = 23. The choiceλ =
√

3−θ
2 verifies

eq. (24) resulting in no shaping losses on the symbols
contained in the conjugates ofk1 and k2 as explained
earlier. Moreover,λ and its conjugate are both real since
3 − θ > 0 and3 − θ1 > 0 whereθ1 = σ(θ) = 1 −

√
2.

The rotation matrixR in eq. (31) can be calculated from
M = λ[1 θ] since the basis{λ, λθ} is unitary. In order
to have a division algebra, we chooseγ = 1 + θ since
the idealγOL is prime implying that there is no element
in L whose norm is equal toγ. Moreover,γ and σ(γ)
are both positive resulting in a minimum determinant that
verifies eq. (40) (more precisely,δmin = 1

70 ).
• 3 and 5 relays: For K = 3, 5, the construction is

performed in the fieldQ(2 cos(2π
N ), φ) whereN verifies

ϕ(N) = 2K whereϕ(.) is Euler’s function (N = 7, 11

for K = 3, 5 respectively).σk(θ) = 2 cos(2π(k+1)
N ) for

k = 0, ..., K − 1. In both cases, we can chooseγ = 2
since the ideals2OL are prime. The rotation matrix in
eq. (31) can be constructed from eq. (33) by fixing:
7v = −2+2θ+3θ2 for K = 3 and11v = 4+2θ+2θ2−θ3

for K = 5 [3], [20].
• 4 relays: We fix L = Q(θ, φ) with θ = 2 cos(2π

16 ) and
dK/Q = 211. Using KANT software [19], we find that
the prime factorization of the ideal2OK is given by:

2OK = (θOK)4 (43)

Choosingα = θ/8 verifies eq. (24) since NK/Q(α) =
1

dK/Q
, but a problem arises since the second and third

conjugates ofα are negative. Using KANT, we find the
unit e = 1−θ2+θ3 whose conjugates have the same sign
as those ofα and whose norm is equal to1. Therefore,
choosingα = θe/8 = (−2 + θ + 4θ2 − θ3)/8 results
in a totally positive algebraic number such thatλ =

√
α

verifies eq. (24).
The basis {√αθk}K−1

k=0 is not orthogonal. Applying
the LLL reduction on the Gramm matrix correspond-
ing to the previous basis, we obtain the new basis{√

σn(2 + 3θ − θ3)/8
}3

n=0
. Equation (33) can be cal-

culated from the preceding basis. The elementγ = θ
results in a full diversity code since its generated ideal is
prime.

3) Error Balancing: Since|γ| 6= 1, the transmitted energy
is not evenly distributed among the information symbols of the
codewords presented in eq. (39). Consider for example thek-th
cooperation block with|σk−1(γ)| > 1. In this case,k1 andk2

(and therefore the symbolsa1 · · ·a2K) are more vulnerable

to error events since the biggest fraction of the transmitted
energy is dedicated for the transmission ofk3 andk4 (which
are combinations ofa2K+1 · · · a4K). However, we can take
advantage of the fact that each symbol is conveyed byNf

pulses to introduce error balancing between the components
of the information vector.

From eq. (21), instead of transmittingCk ⊗ 11×Nf
in the

k-th cooperation period, we transmit:

Ck,bal =
[

Ck C
′

k

]
⊗ 11×Nf /2 (44)

whereC
′

k is obtained in the same way asCk in eq. (21) by
applying a cyclic permutation of order2K on the information
symbols. In what follows, “energy” balancing (Section III-A.2)
is applied systematically in all cases, while the subscript“bal”
will be reserved for error balancing.

B. Inter Pulse Coding (IPC)

In this case, the spreading vectorsB1 and B2 from eq.
(12) are chosen to be orthogonal to each other. It is worth
noting that IPC is equivalent to the non-orthogonal AF scheme
[9] even though the source and the relays are using low-
dimensional orthogonal vectors during each cooperation in-
terval. In fact, the multiple access scheme is controlled by
the TH sequence which is common to the source and all its
cooperating relays. If there is another source transmitting at
the same moment, its corresponding relays can use the same
vectorsB1 andB2.

From eq. (11), combining the decision variables correspond-
ing to the different pulses of the same symbol duration is
equivalent to calculating:

Y
(
IKNs ⊗ BT

)
= H̃A

(
IKNs ⊗ BT

)
+ N (45)

= Nf H̃F + N (46)

whereB is a2×Nf matrix given byB = [BT
1 BT

2 ]T and the
noise term is always white. The matrixF can be expressed
as:

F = diag

( [
A1,1 ⊗ e1

A1,2 ⊗ e2

]
· · ·

[
AK,1 ⊗ e1

AK,2 ⊗ e2

] )
(47)

whereei is thei-th row of the2×2 identity matrix. Since the
dimensions ofF are equal to(2K, 2KNs), there is no benefit
in choosingNs > 1, therefore we fixNs = 1. In this case,
F is a2K × 2K diagonal matrix. Therefore any full diversity
rotation [20], [21] of the2K information symbols is sufficient
for achieving full diversity.

With respect to the ISC in Section III-A, IPC presents the
advantage of lower decoding delays and lower peak to average
power ratios (PAPR). Moreover, the decoding complexity is
lower since each codeword contains2K symbols rather than
4K symbols as in the case of ISC. However, unlike ISC, IPC
can not be applied in the absence of pulse repetitions. In other
words, IPC can be applied when at leastNf = 2 pulses are
used to convey each symbol.
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IV. D ISTRIBUTED ST CODES WITHPPM-PAM
CONSTELLATIONS

For M -PPM-M ′-PAM that areM -dimensional constella-
tions, the codewordCk transmitted by the source and thek-th
relay during the second half of thek-th cooperation period
must be a2M × 2 matrix (rather than a2 × 2 matrix as
with PAM). We propose two solutions for the construction of
C1, . . . , CK (and consequently the codewordC transmitted
by the source and theK relays as in eq. (16)). The first
solution consists of extending the codes proposed for PAM
to M -dimensional constellations. The second solution consists
of proposing new encoding schemes that are exclusive toM -
dimensional constellations. This family of codes (that cannot
be applied with PAM) will be referred to as the PPM-PAM-
specific code.

A. Extension of ISC and IPC to PPM-PAM

We propose to keep the same structure for the matrixC0

given in eq. (39). In this case, the scalarsk1, . . . , k4 will
becomeM -dimensional vectors carved fromOM

K since the
information symbols are now represented byM -dimensional
vectors. The scalarsλ and γ keep the same values as with
PAM.

On the other hand, the new dimensionality ofC0 must be
taken into account (C0 is now a 2M × 2 matrix) and the
normalization introduced in eq. (22) will be expressed as:

Ck = diag
[
(1 + φ2)−

1

2 11×M (1 + φ2
1)

− 1

2 11×M

]
σk−1(λC0)

(48)
ISC and IPC achieve full diversity with all constellations

carved fromZ since eq. (29) is calculated over all non-zero
codewords. Therefore, the characteristics of the above codes
do not change when they are applied withM -PPM-M ′-PAM
constellations. In particular, ISC and IPC continue to achieve
full rate and full diversity. Moreover, the coding gain doesnot
vanish when increasing the values ofM andM ′.

B. PPM-PAM-Specific Codes

The PPM-PAM-specific code takes a form similar to eq.
(48), but nowC0 is given by:

C0 =

[
k1 + φk2 k3 + φk4

Ω(k3 + φ1k4) k1 + φ1k2

]
(49)

where ki =
∑K−1

j=0 A(i−1)K+j+1θ
j for i = 1, . . . , 4 with

A1, . . . , A4K being theM -dimensional vector representations
of the information symbols. Each vector contains exactly
M − 1 zeros and one non-zero component that belongs to
the M ′-PAM constellation. It is this particular structure of
A1, . . . , A4K that renders this construction fully diverse with
PPM-PAM.

Unlike the codes based on cyclic division algebras (ISC and
IPC) where full diversity is achieved by multiplying the lower
triangular part ofC0 by the non-norm elementγ (as in eq.
(20)), the PPM-PAM-specific codes are based on introducing
the M × M cyclic permutation matrixΩ given by:

Ω =

[
01×(M−1) 1

IM−1 0(M−1)×1

]
(50)

Denote by∆C(X, Y ) the difference between two code-
words:

∆C(X, Y ) = C0 − C′
0 =

[
X Y

Ωτ(Y ) τ(X)

]
(51)

where theM -dimensional vectorsX andY belong to the set
D given by:

D = {
2K∑

i=1

(Ai − A′
i)ti ; A1, . . . , A2K , A′

1, . . . , A
′
2K ∈ C}

(52)
whereD ⊂ OM

L , {ti}2K
i=1 = {1, θ, ..., θK−1, φ, φθ, ..., φθK−1}

andC stands for theM -PPM-M ′-PAM constellation given in
eq. (13).

With respect to the set{ti}2K
i=1 that forms a basis overQ, the

m-th component ofX is represented by2K coordinates for
m = 1, . . . , M . Vectors ofD are linear combinations of4K
columns of the identity matrixIM . They have the property
that a maximum number of two components can have their
i-th coordinates different from0 for i = 1, . . . , 2K.

In order to achieve a full diversity order, the rank of
∆C(X, Y ) must be equal to2 for all values of (X, Y ) ∈
D2 −{(0M×1,0M×1)}. From eq. (51), rank(∆C(X, Y )) < 2
implies that there exists a non-zero constantl ∈ L such that:
Y = lX and τ(X) = lΩτ(Y ). Solving these equation, we
obtain thatX andY must verify:

ΩX =
1

NL/K(l)
X (53)

where NL/K(l) ∈ K∗ sincel 6= 0.
The eigenvalues ofΩ are equal toωm for m = 0, ..., M −1

whereω = e
2πi
M is theM -th root of unity. Equation (53) shows

that X (andY ) is an eigenvector ofΩ. Moreover, being real
valued,X must be associated with a real eigenvalue ofΩ.

WhenM is odd, the real vectors verifying eq. (53) are the
real-multiples of1M×1. WhenM is even, the real solutions of
eq. (53) are the real-multiples of1M×1 and[1 −1 · · ·1 −1]T .
Therefore in both cases, whenX ∈ OM

L , ∃t ∈ {1, ..., 2K}
such that thet-th coordinates of theM components ofX are
different from 0. This shows thatX /∈ D for M > 2 since,
from eq. (52), only two vectorsAt andA′

t can result in non-
zerot-th coordinates. Therefore, the vectors that result in rank
deficient codewords do not belong toD for M > 2. Moreover,
since the proof is independent fromM ′, the code achieves full
diversity with M > 2, ∀ M ′.

As in the previous section, the basisλ{1, ..., θK−1} can
be replaced by an orthonormal basis{σk(v)}K−1

k=0 . As in eq.
(34), consider the matrixΦ obtained from writing vec(C′) =
Φ[AT

1 · · ·AT
4K ]T . It is easy to show that choosingΩ to be

unitary and the basis{σk(v)} to be orthonormal results in a
unitary matrixΦ. Therefore, the code is information lossless
[18]. In an equivalent manner, it introduces no shaping losses
according to the definition given in [12].

1) Coding Gain:
Designate byδM,M ′ the coding gain of a distributed ST code
when associated withM -PPM-M ′-PAM. Unlike the codes
constructed from cyclic division algebras that have a non-
vanishing coding gain (ISC and IPC and their extensions to
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PPM-PAM), for the PPM-PAM specific codesδM,M ′ may
decrease withM ′.

On the other, for a given value ofM ′, δM,M ′ increases
with M since new dimensions are added to the signal set.
Therefore, we can argue that forM >> 1, δM,M ′ will keep
the same value for all values ofM ′ (this value will be the
highest achievable coding gain). Instead of achieving a non-
vanishing coding gain for infinitely large values ofM , we can
prove that this can happen for finite values ofM . Formally
speaking, we can prove the following:

Proposition:For a cooperative system withK relays, com-
bining eq. (49) and eq. (50) permits to achieve a non-vanishing
coding gain withM -PPM-M ′-PAM constellations forM ≥
4K + 1 and for all values ofK.

Proof: The proof is provided in the appendix.
WhenM ≥ 4K+1, the PPM-PAM-specific coding becomes

“perfect” according to the definition given in [12]. In particu-
lar, this family of codes will achieve full rate and full diversity
with a non-vanishing coding gain while being information-
lossless and shape preserving.

C. Comparing the PPM-PAM Codes

The PPM-PAM-specific code given in Section IV-B has the
same decoding complexity as ISC and balanced-ISC given in
Section IV-A (4K symbols per codeword). However ISC and
balanced-ISC have higher PAPR. This follows from introduc-
ing the scalarγ in eq. (39) whose magnitude is different from
1.

On the other hand, for very high data rate systems that do
not employ any pulse repetitions, balanced-ISC and IPC can
not be applied. We next compare ISC with the modulation-
specific code (MSC) in the two cases whereM < 4K +1 and
M ≥ 4K + 1.

For M < 4K + 1, comparing MSC with ISC, we notice
that MSC is information lossless at the expense of a coding
gain that can decrease with the size of the PAM constellation
(M ′). On the other hand, ISC has a non-vanishing determinant
(NVD) but it is not information-lossless.

For Rayleigh fading channels, having a NVD is a very
interesting feature since it results in codes that achieve the
diversity-multiplexing (D-MG) tradeoff [10], [17]. In this
context, the NVD property can be more interesting than
the shaping property. For UWB communications, we argue
that the shaping constraint can be more important than the
NVD constraint for the following reasons. First, the D-MG
tradeoff is considered over Rayleigh fading channels whilethe
propagation of UWB signals is subject to lognormal fading [5].
For these channels, and even for single-antenna situations, it
is easy to find that the slope of the outage probability curves
tends to infinity for large SNRs implying an ambiguity on the
D-MG tradeoff with lognormal fading. On the other hand, the
spectral efficiency ofM -PPM-M ′-PAM can be increased by
extending the constellation in the position domain (increasing
M ) rather than the amplitude domain (increasingM ′). As
we’ve seen earlier, this extension does not reduce the coding
gain.

For M ≥ 4K + 1, the superiority of MSC is evident since
it is information lossless and it has a NVD. Moreover, it

is straightforward to prove that the coding gain of MSC is
higher since the normalization factorc(γ) introduced in eq.
(39) reduces the coding gain of ISC.

V. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

In this section, we present simulations and comparisons in
order to validate the designed codes. The random channels
between the different radio terminals are generated according
to the channel model presented in [5]. In particular, we
present simulations over CM1 and CM2 that correspond to
line-of-sight (LOS) and non-line-of-sight (NLOS) conditions
respectively. We select the pulse shaperw(t) to be the second
derivative of the Gaussian function with a duration of 0.5
ns. The modulation delay is chosen asδ = 0.5 ns. The
number of pulses transmitted per symbol has no impact on
the performance in the absence of interference. It is chosento
be a multiple of 2 to render error balancing and IPC possible.
The transmitted energy is chosen to be equally distributed
among the two halves of the cooperation period (β1 = β2

in eq. (8)). At the destination, the sphere decoder [22] is
used for detection. In the first set of simulations, we suppose
that the different propagation delays are compensated at the
destination.

The objective of the first simulation setup is to compare the
distributed codes with PAM. Namely, we perform comparisons
between ISC in eq. (39), balanced-ISC in eq. (44) and IPC in
Section III-B. In order to highlight the effect of the achieved
diversity, we consider systems that do not have any energetic
gain. In other words, we fixρk = δk = 1 in eq. (8). In this
case the distances source-relay, relay-destination and source-
destination are supposed to be the same.

Fig. 2 shows the performance on CM2 with 2 PAM. The
relay and the destination are equipped with 5-fingers Rakes.
The performance gain resulting from the proposed distributed
ST codes is evident. Fig. 2 shows the importance of error
balancing. The unbalanced ISC from eq. (42) shows poor
performance especially at low signal to noise ratios since the
performance is limited by the error events occurring on the
less protected symbolsa1 and a2. Using balanced-ISC from
eq. (44) results in a gain of about 2.5 dB at a BER of10−3. IPC
shows comparable performance with respect to balanced-ISC.
The gap between the two codes results from the interleaving
imposed by eq. (44) resulting in a better immunity against
noise.

Fig. 3 shows the performance on CM2 with 2 PAM and a 5-
finger Rake. Simulation results withK = 2 andK = 4 relays
are presented. The reduced decoding complexity of IPC incurs
a loss that is less than 1 dB with respect to balanced-ISC that
shows the best performance. Similar results are obtained in
Fig. 4 with 3 and 5 relays using a 1-finger Rake. Since the
amplitude of the first arriving multi-path component can be
very small in NLOS configurations [5], the noise events have
a critical role in determining the system performance. This
explains the relatively large gap between IPC and balanced-
ISC.

Fig. 5 shows the performance on CM2 with multi-
dimensional constellations. In particular the PPM-PAM exten-
sions of ISC and balanced-ISC (Section IV-A) are compared
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Fig. 2. Performance on CM2 with 1 relay, 2 PAM constellationsand a
5-fingers Rake.
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Fig. 3. Performance on CM2 with 2 PAM and 5-fingers Rake using 2and
4 relays .

with the modulation-specific code (MSC) given in Section
IV-B. Results show the interest of using MSC rather than
the extension of codes constructed over infinite fields. MSC
outperforms ISC and approaches the performance of balanced-
ISC without performing any kind of intra-symbol coding. This
shows the importance of using information-lossless codes.

In the second simulation setup,ρk and δk are determined
from the relative positions of the terminals assuming free
space propagation. The source and destination are separated
by a distance ofd = 10 m. The positions of theK relays
are uniformly distributed in the surface determined from the
intersection of the two circles whose radii are equal tod and
centered at the source and the destination respectively. We
compare the two cases where the relative propagation delays
between the relays and destination are compensated or not.
IPC is used with 2 PAM, one relay and a 4-finger Rake. Results
shown in Fig. 6 show the performance losses that result in the
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Fig. 4. Performance on CM2 with 2 PAM and 1-finger Rake using 3 and 5
relays.
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ISC 2 relays, 4−PPM, 5 fingers
balanced−ISC 2 relays, 4−PPM, 5 fingers
PPM−code 2 relays, 4−PPM, 5 fingers
ISC 3 relays, 4−PPM, 9 fingers
balanced−ISC 3 relays, 4−PPM, 9 fingers
PPM−code 3 relays, 4−PPM, 9 fingers

Fig. 5. Performance on CM2 with multi-dimensional constellations. ‘PPM-
code’ corresponds to the code given in Section IV-B.

case where the propagation delays between the relays and the
destination are not compensated. CM1 is more vulnerable to
this “misalignment”.

In the third setup, simulations are performed over a realis-
tic indoor channel. In this context, the site-specific channel
modeling tools [13], [14] can be beneficial in simulating
wireless networks in realistic indoor environments. Thesetools
are based on “Ray-Tracing” and they take the geometry of
the explored environment into consideration. The explored
environment corresponds to a typical office building whose
map is given in Fig. 7. The transmitted signal corresponds
to a Gaussian pulse occupying the band[3 5] GHz. The gain
parametersρk andδk in eq. (8) are determined explicitly from
this model that determines the path loss associated with each
multi-path component from a given transmitter to one of the
four reference nodes. We consider the communication between
the reference nodes “2” and “4” with one cooperating relay
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Fig. 6. Performance with 2 PAM and a 5-finger Rake in the cases where
the different propagation delays are compensated or uncompensated.

that can occupy any position in the rooms (A), (B) and (C).
Simulations of balanced-ISC with4 PAM and a4-finger Rake
are shown in Fig. 8. The same simulations are repeated in Fig.
9 with 2 relays. Results show that in realistic indoor channels,
important performance gains can be achieved depending on
the relative positions of the source, destination and the relays.
Moreover, a “bad” channel between the source and a relay can
be more penalizing than a channel having the same quality
between this relay and the destination.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have presented a general construction
technique of distributed ST-TH-UWB codes for the NAF coop-
eration scheme. These totally-real codes are well suited for low
complexity carrier-less UWB systems. The pulse repetitions
intrinsic to TH-UWB systems were further exploited resulting
in an enhanced performance and reduced decoding complexity.
For PAM constellations, inter symbol coding associated with
error balancing achieved the best performance while inter
pulse coding achieved a comparable performance with reduced
complexity and lower PAPR. For multi-dimensional hybrid
PPM-PAM, a new construction based on permutations was
shown to have the best performance among systems that do
not employ any pulse repetitions. The proposed schemes result
in important performance gains that can mitigate the problems
related to the propagation properties of UWB signals. In an
equivalent manner, the limited communication ranges of UWB
systems can be significantly enhanced.

APPENDIX

The matrix∆C0(X, Y ) given in eq. (51) can be written in
a more explicit form as:

∆C0(X, Y ) =
[

X1 · · · XM τ(Yπ−1(1)) · · · τ(Yπ−1(M))
Y1 · · · YM τ(X1) · · · τ(XM )

]T

(54)

Fig. 7. Map of the studied environment.

whereπk(.) stands for the cyclic permutation of orderk given
by:

πk(m) = (m + k − 1) mod M + 1 (55)

From∆C0(X, Y ) we construct the matrix∆C(X, Y ) given
by:

∆C(X, Y ) =

diag
[
∆C0(X, Y ) σ(∆C0(X, Y )) · · · σK−1(∆C0(X, Y ))

]

(56)

in other words∆C(X, Y ) stands for the difference between
two codewords transmitted by the source and itsK relays
during the entire interval of cooperation.

In what follows, ∆C0(X, Y ) and ∆C(X, Y ) will be re-
ferred to as∆C0 and ∆C respectively when there is no
ambiguity. Moreover, we denote by∆C0,i the i-th row of
∆C0.

∆C0 verifies the following relation for all values ofM :

det
(
(∆C0)

T ∆C0

)
=

2M∑

i1=1

2M∑

i2=i1+1

(
det

([
(∆C0,i1)

T (∆C0,i2 )
T
]T

))2

(57)

From eq. (52),X and Y are linear combinations of4K
columns of IM . Therefore, forM ≥ 4K + 1, X and Y
each contain at least one zero component. Designate bym ∈
{1, . . . , M} the index of the component ofX that is equal to
zero, that is,Xm = 0.

Considering them-th and the(M +π(m))-th rows of∆C0,
we obtain:

det
(
(∆C0)

T ∆C0

)
≥

(
det

([
(∆C0,m)T (∆C0,M+π(m))

T
]T

))2

= NL/K

(
Y 2

m

)

(58)

This implies that:

det
(
(∆C)T ∆C

)
≥ NL/Q

(
Y 2

m

)
(59)
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Fig. 8. Performance in the studied environment with 4 PAM, 4-fingers Rake
and 1 relay. The relay can occupy any position in rooms (A), (B) and(C)
and it participates in the communication between REF2 and REF4.

proving that det
(
(∆C)T ∆C

)
≥ 1 unless whenYm = 0.

Now, considering theπ(m)-th and the(M +π(m))-th rows
of ∆C0, we obtain:

det
(
(∆C0)

T ∆C0

)
≥

(
det

([
(∆C0,π(m))

T (∆C0,M+π(m))
T
]T

))2

=NL/K(X2
π(m))

implying that det
(
(∆C)T ∆C

)
≥ NL/Q(X2

π(m)) and, conse-
quently, det

(
(∆C)T ∆C

)
≥ 1 unless whenXπ(m) = 0.

Starting the same procedure again withπ(m) rather than
m, we can show by induction that det

(
(∆C)T ∆C

)
≥ 1

unless whenXm = · · · = XπM−1(m) = 0 and Ym =
· · · = YπM−1(m) = 0. Since{m, . . . , πM−1(m)} spans the
entire set{1, . . . , M} for all values ofm, this implies that
det

(
(∆C)T ∆C

)
≥ 1 unless whenX = Y = 0M×1.

Consequently, the considered code has a non-vanishing coding
gain since det

(
(∆C)T ∆C

)
(and consequently the minimum

of this quantity taken over the entire constellation) is lower
bounded by a non-zero number.
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